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Emirates free multi-risk travel insurance 
 

   

Dear Trade Partner,  

 

When your customer flies with Emirates, they are flying with the airline rated 

safest to travel with during the pandemic by the Safe Travel Barometer1. We 

were the first to offer you free global COVID-19 cover, and now we’re also the 

first to extend this multi-risk coverage to give you added assurance anywhere 

you go.  

 

Our multi-risk travel insurance automatically applies to your tickets when you 



purchase flights on or after 1 December 2020. It includes coverage for COVID-

19 medical and in-trip quarantine costs, as well as provisions for personal 

accidents during travel, winter sports cover, loss of personal belongings, and 

trip disruptions due to unexpected air space closure, travel recommendations 

or advisories. Some limitations and exclusions apply. You can learn more 

about the benefits and read the full policy on our multi-risk travel 

insurance page. 

 

This additional cover provides you peace of mind and safe travels all the way. 

So start planning your holiday ahead and get the latest guidance on travel 

requirements on emirates.com.  

 

All information is updated on the Emirates Partners Portal, to join our trade 

community click here to complete the easy 2 step process to join. All relevant 

information for our trade partners is made available on the portal to find and 

easily navigate on all Emirates products and services.  

 

Thank you for your ongoing partnership, for any support please contact your 

local Emirates Sales Team. 
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This additional cover provides you peace of mind and safe travels all the way. 
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Discover Emirates 

 

   

 

Shop Emirates 

Celebrate the joy of travel with us and take home a piece of our iconic Emirates 

branded merchandise from the Official Store. 

 

 

   

 

Inflight Entertainment 

Fly better with up to 4,000 channels on our award-winning inflight entertainment 

system, ice. 
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The Emirates Service 

Your comfort comes first when you fly with Emirates. 

 

 

 

 

    

 

Shop Emirates 

Celebrate the joy of travel with us and take home a piece of our iconic Emirates branded 
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Inflight Entertainment 
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